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1 Overview
NoteMaker is a Hypercard stack designed for hierarchial
electronic note taking.  You can take both text and graphics-
based notes.  This stack has intended applications for group
project work more than unstructured class note taking.
Beyond that, possibilities remain open for you, and we are
interested in learning of any new uses you find.  Stack levels
lend themselves to standard hierarchical outlining, similar to
the Apple hierarchial file system on your desktop.  But the
stack also has many different types of non-linear linking
features, links that you can connect while taking notes.  You
may establish threads on the basis of custom topics, or by
date, or by any secondary linking strategy you use.  These links
can also be changed and adapted later, as new information
changes the structure of your notes.

NoteMaker is easy to use.  Once you understand the functions of the
NoteCard buttons, you may begin working.  If you have trouble
understanding any particular function, refer to the Help Text.  This
Overview section will outline the basic screen functions and buttons.
More detailed information can be found in the sections that follow.

The Basic NoteStack Screen looks like this:
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How to
get to the
Main Index

You will work from this screen to get to wherever you want to go in
NoteMaker.  From here you will create NoteCards, the most basic
unit in NoteMaker, where you enter raw data.  From here also you
can create many levels of Sub-Indexes, which are linked to the
NoteCards of data.

To get to this screen you must first perform some initial steps.
When a dialogue box asks you to name your activities, click “Not Yet!”
At the next query, click “OK.”  Then you will be at the Title Card.  Type
a topic and your name if you like, then click the icon marked “Main” in
the lower left corner.  You should be at a Main Menu just like the one
above.  Now let’s look at what you can do from here, starting in the
upper left-hand corner and moving clockwise around the card.

Activity Arrow In the top corner you will find space to select activities, but only if you
select an activity at startup.  When you do, that word will appear here,
and if you click and hold on the word or the arrow, a side menu will
pop up so you can change activities.

N and M These are not buttons, but they will help orient you over two sensitive
sectors in the left-hand column directly below.  Under the N are
Bullets and under the M are Triangles.  Bullets send you to Sub-
Indexes and Triangles send you to NoteCards when you click on
them.  Your screen is probably still blank.  Don’t click there just yet.

Topic Bar The bar below the words Main Index doesn’t do anything on the Main
Index card, but on other cards it becomes a button that takes you in
incremental steps back to the Main Index.

Calendar/Time These are not buttons and are set automatically by NoteMaker.

Post Memo Click this button in the upper right to place a Memo, a concealed
reminder note that can be placed anywhere on the screen.

Text Fields These lined areas become active when you click on them.  Enter
some headings if you like, but don’t click on the left-hand columns.

Memo Index This button in the lower right-hand corner takes you to an index of all
the Memos you have created so far.  Memos are like small paper
notes you stick in documents, used for reminders, questions,
references, or tangents.  The Memo Index will note the date and time
you made the Memo.
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Icon Fingers These buttons move you forward and backward chronologically in
your stack.  The hourglass is not a button, but indicates a time
orientation.

Thread Bar Until you create a Thread, the arrows won’t do anything.  Click and
hold on the bar for a menu that allows you to add a new Thread or
link with an existing one.

Activity Log You may enter a type of activity (browsing, drawing, note taking,
meeting) when you first start NoteMaker.  The Activity Log allows you
to monitor your work patterns.

Content Index This index works like an outline.  Expand it and it will give you a
hierarchial overview of all the cards you’ve created.

Title Icon If you’d like to create a new stack or update to a new version of
NoteMaker, this button takes you back to the Title Card.

Bullets
and
Triangles

This brings us back to the Bullets and Triangles, the next step in our
Overview.  Perhaps you have typed in a few headings in the Text
Fields.  Now let’s make a NoteCard.  Click under the M next to one of
your headings and turn the page to learn about the features of the
NoteCard screen.
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The Basic NoteCard Screen looks like this:

Most of the screen items should look familiar by now, but let’s review them clockwise
from the upper left.

Activity Arrow Above the N and M you will find a space to select activities.  If you
click anywhere on the words or the arrow, a side menu will pop up
so you may change to other choices as you move to other activities.

N and M A standing signature for NoteMaker, so you can remember which
application you are in.

Topic Bar Notice that clicking here takes you right back to the Main Index.
Return to the NoteCard.

Post Memo Click this button in the upper right to place a Memo so you can find it
later in the Memo Index.

Open Field The sample card only shows text, but you may use the standard
drawing palette to the right of the card to make visual notes and
refine design concepts.  By the way, NoteMaker allows you to draw
outside of the lines.  The entire NoteCard is sensitive to text and
graphics.
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Card Shift NOTE: This cryptic-looking icon in the lower right doesn’t work on the
author’s machine or the Mac Quadras.

Memo Index Now go look for the Memo you just made.

Icon Fingers This is a chronological Thread.

Thread Bar Create a Thread for the card you are making.  Try using the date.
Remember to click and hold.

Sub-Items
Icon

This icon is a button that takes you to the Sub-Items paired at the
same level as the NoteCard you are currently working on.  It is
highlighted only if the Sub-Items already exist.  If you click it before
they exist, it creates a Sub-Index Card for you, same as clicking
under the N (Bullet) column.

Up the Tree This icon is a button that takes you a step up in the hierarchy.  Click
and hold and pop-up windows will give you a selection of places to
go up the hierarchy.  NOTE: this button doesn’t work on the author’s
machine.

Activity Log If you haven’t already set an Activity, do so now by closing the stack
and reopening it.  Once you have set an Activity or two, you can
change them while you work.  You will see your selected Activity
above the N and M.  Click and hold, sliding the mouse to the right
and you will be able to select a new Activity.  Now your work will
show up in the Activity Log.

Content Index As you add content, it will appear here in outline form.

Title Icon This button takes you back where you started.

The last step in this overview is crucial to hierarchial organization.  Click on the Topic
Bar to return to the Main Menu.  Position your mouse under the N on one of your
headings in order to create a Sub-Index Card.
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The Basic Sub-Index Screen looks like this:

Once again, let's review how the buttons on this card function, from the upper left:

Activity Arrow Remember, if you click anywhere on the words or the arrow, a side
menu will pop up so you may change to other choices as you move
to other activities.

Topic Bar The Topic Bar from previous screens is now listed as Items Related
To:  The Bar still works the same way, and will take you
incrementally up the hierarchy.

Calendar/Time These are not buttons and are set automatically by NoteMaker.

Level Arrow This is also a button and moves you up to the next hierarchial level.

Post Memo Don't forget to record your Memos in the Memo Index.

Text Fields List further Sub-Items here.  Save the descriptive material for
NoteCards.

Card Shift NOTE: This cryptic-looking icon in the lower right doesn’t work on the
author’s machine or the Mac Quadras.
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Memo Index Put another Memo somewhere for practice.  The Memo Index will
record it.

Icon Fingers Remember, this Thread follows your chronological activity.

Thread Bar Change to a different Thread.  Link several cards together with it.
Remember to click and hold.

Note Icon This icon is a button that takes to the NoteCard paired with the Sub-
Index Card you are currently working on.  It is highlighted only if the
NoteCard already exists.  If you click it before it exists, it creates a
Sub-Index Card for you, same as clicking under the M(Triangle).

Up the Tree This icon is a button that takes you a step up in the hierarchy.  Click
and hold and pop-up windows will give you a selection of places to
go up the hierarchy.  NOTE: this button doesn’t work on the author’s
machine.

Activity Log Change to another Activity by closing the stack and reopening it.
When you have several Activities you can change them while you
work.  You will see your selected Activity above the N and M.  Click
and hold, sliding the mouse to the right and you will be able to select
a new Activity.  Now your work will show up in the Activity Log.
NOTE:  This is an awfully difficult and obtuse routine to go through.

Content Index As you add content, it will appear here in outline form.  NOTE: This
feature is buggy and not working correctly.

Title Icon This button takes you back where you started.
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2 NoteStacks

Opening a
NoteStack

Follow these steps to open an existing NoteStack:

1.  Double-click on the NoteStack's icon:

2.  When NoteMaker prompts you for an activity, click (OK) if the
default activity shown is appropriate.  If the default activity is not
appropriate, click on the appropriate activity name, then click (OK).

NOTE: The "set activities" feature is provided to help you keep track of how
you spend your time working in NoteMaker

RESULT of
procedure

The Title Card of the existing NoteStack is displayed, and you can
begin working with the NoteStack.

Closing a
NoteStack

There are two methods for closing a NoteStack.  You use one or the
other depending on whether you have more than one NoteStack
opened currently.

If more than one NoteStack is open, the current NoteStack's title bar
will show a white rectangle in the left corner.  You can see this white
rectangle at the left edge of the title bar for the "Comm Theory Notes"
NoteStack, shown below:

In this case, you can just click on this white square to close the
NoteStack.

If only one NoteStack is open, no white rectangle appears in the
NoteStack's title bar.  This is the case with the "Comm Theory Notes"
title bar shown below:
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To quit
HyperCard

If this is the case, you must quit HyperCard to close the NoteStack.

Make sure HyperCard is the active application, then press  

Or you can select "Quit" from HyperCard's "Edit" Menu.
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Creating a
New
NoteStack

You might want to create new NoteStacks for new projects or new
project phases.  To start a new NoteStack:

1.  Display the Title Card of any open NoteStack.  (For information
about opening a NoteStack, see "Opening a NoteStack," above.)

2.  Click the "New Stack" icon (shown below), located in the lower
right corner of the Title Card.

Result: A Dialog box asking for the name of your new stack is displayed.

3.  Type the name of your new NoteStack in the dialog box, then
press <return> or click (OK).

Result : A dialog box asking for the NoteStack's topic is displayed.

4.  Type a topic for your NoteStack, then press <return> or click (OK).

Result: A dialog box asking you to set activities is displayed.

5.  To proceed without setting activities, click (Not yet!).

NOTE: If you do want to stop and set activities now, see "Setting Activities."

Result: The Title Card of your new NoteStack is displayed.  You can now
begin working with the NoteStack.

Updating a
NoteStack

It's a good idea to update NoteStacks when you receive a new
version of NoteMaker, so that your NoteStacks can take advantage of
NoteMaker's latest  features.  To update a NoteStack:

1.  Open the new version of NoteMaker, so that its Title Card is
displayed.  (For information about opening a NoteStack, see
"Opening a NoteStack," above.)
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2.  Click the "Update Stack" icon (shown below), located in the lower
right corner of the Title Card.

Result: NoteMaker displays a list of the NoteStacks in the current folder and
asks which NoteStack you want to update.

3.  Double click the name of the NoteStack you want to update.  If the
desired NoteStack is not in the current folder, use the dialog box to
select the appropriate folder.

RESULT of
procedure:

After working for four or five minutes, NoteMaker displays the Main
Index card of your updated NoteStack, and you can begin working
with it.

NOTES about
procedure:

NoteMaker keeps your updated NoteStack in the same folder from
which you started the Update NM Stack procedure (in Step 1, above).
NoteMaker leaves the old version of the updated NoteStack in its
original folder, and adds ".old" to the end of its name.

Displaying
NoteStackT
itle Card

To display a NoteStack's Title Card, just click the "Title" icon (shown
below), which is painted near the lower left corner of most other
cards in the NoteStack.

Displaying
NoteStackM
ain Index

To display a NoteStack's Main Index Card, you must first display the
NoteStack's Title Card.  (See "Displaying a NoteStack's Title Card.")
From the NoteStack's Title Card, just click the "Main" icon (shown
below), which is painted near the lower left corner of most other
cards in the NoteStack.
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Adding a
Topic to
Main Index

To add a topic to the Main Index, enter the name of the topic on the
first available blank line in the Main Index.  Then click in the "Sub-
Items" column if you want to attach a Sub-Index to this topic, or click
in the "Notes" column if you want to attach a NoteCard to this topic.
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3 NoteCards

Creating a
New
NoteCard

NoteMaker provides NoteCards where you can keep detailed notes
about an item.  (To keep a list of topics about an item,  use a Sub-
Index  instead.)  To create a new NoteCard:

1.  If the topic of the NoteCard is already on an index, go to that index.
If the topic is new, go to the index you want to attach the NoteCard to.

2.  Enter the NoteCard's topic on a blank line on the index.

For example, the illustration below shows a Sub-Index card with the
NoteCard topic "Halloween Customs":

3.  Click in the "NOTES"  box to the left of the new item you typed, in a
column under the letter M.  A bullet will appear when you return, to
show that a NoteCard exists on that subject.
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RESULT of
procedure:

The new NoteCard is created and displayed, showing the title you
assigned it.    You can begin entering information in the NoteCard.

Entering
Data in a
NoteCard

You can enter information in a NoteCard when you create the
NoteCard, or you can add information to a previously created
NoteCard.  Follow the steps outlined below.

1.  Display (or create) the NoteCard.

2.  Click in the large text window in the center of the NoteCard.  When
you click in the text window, your cursor becomes a blinking "I-
beam."

3.  With the cursor a blinking "I-beam," you can type text into the
NoteCard.

NOTES •  The text wraps at the left edge of the text window.
•  To insert a hard carriage return, press <return>.
•  The text box is scrollable and automatically scrolls down when you
reach the
   bottom of the window.  To scroll up and down manually, use the
scroll bar
   and arrows at the right edge of the text window.
•  The text window operates in insert mode, not type-over mode.

Displaying
a NoteCard

To display a NoteCard, click on the appropriate bullet under the M
column on its parent card.

For example, to see the NoteCard for the item "Logical Positivist
Recap," in the Sub-Index Card below, you'd click the bullet in the
"NOTES" column on that line.
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Displaying
a NoteCard
(Same
Level as a
Sub-Index) In some cases, a NoteCard and a Sub-Index about the same topic

have a sibling relationship.  That is, they are at the same level in the
NoteMaker hierarchy.  For example, the illustration below shows that
the topic "Russell's Logic" has a NoteCard and a Sub-Index
attached.  This NoteCard and Sub-Index are at the same level in
NoteMaker's hierarchy.
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Whenever you are viewing the Sub-Index for "Russell's Logic," you
can quickly jump to the NoteCard for that topic.  To display a
NoteCard for this topic, at the same level as the Sub-Index you're
viewing, click on the "Note" icon at the bottom of the Sub-Index card.
The "Note" icon looks like this:

As this illustration shows, the "Sub-Items" icon is reverse-
highlighted when there is a Sub-Index for this same topic at the
same level in the hierarchy.

Deleting a
NoteCard

You can delete a NoteCard that you are finished with, or one that you
create by mistake.  To delete a NoteCard:

1.  Display the NoteCard that you want to delete.

2.  Select "Delete Card" from HyperCard's "Edit" menu.

RESULT of
procedure:

NoteMaker deletes the NoteCard and returns you to the Index card
from which the NoteCard was created.  NoteMaker also removes the
appropriate "Notes" bullet on the Index card, to show that no
NoteCard now exists for that topic.

Converting
NoteCard to
Sub-Index

NoteMaker allows you to convert a NoteCard to a Sub-Index.  To
convert a NoteCard to a Sub-Index:

1.  Display the NoteCard that you want to change.

2.  Click the "Convert-to-Sub-Index" icon (shown below) in the lower
right corner of the NoteCard.

RESULT of
procedure:

The new Sub-Index  is displayed.  Each line of text on the original
NoteCard has been converted to a topic on the Sub-Index.

NOTES about
procedure: NoteMaker does not delete the original NoteCard; you can delete it if

you wish.
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4 Sub-Indexes

Creating a
New
Sub-Index

NoteMaker allows you to create Sub-Indexes where you can
maintain lists of related topics.  Each topic in a  Sub-Index can have
a NoteCard or another Sub-Index attached to it, or both.  To create a
new Sub-Index:

1.  Start at the Main Index or at the Sub-Index to which you want to
attach the new Sub-Index

2.  Enter the item name for the new Sub-Index card on a blank line.

3.  Click in the "SUB-ITEMS" column to the right of the item name you
typed.

Result of
procedure:

After a minute, the new Sub-Index is displayed, with the topic shown
as the Sub-Index title.  You can begin working with the new Sub-
Index.

Deleting a Sub-Index

Adding a Topic to a Sub-Index
To add a topic to a Sub-Index, enter the name of the topic on the first available blank
line in the Sub-Index.  Then click in the "Sub-Items" column if you want to attach a Sub-
Index to this topic, or click in the "Notes" column if you want to attach a NoteCard to
this topic.
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Displaying a Sub-Index (From Its Parent)
To display a Sub-Index, click on the appropriate bullet in the "SUB-ITEMS" column on
its parent card.  For example, consider the following Main Index card:

To see the Sub-Index for October 6, 1992, you'd click the "SUB-ITEMS" bullet on that
line.
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Displaying a Sub-Index (at the Same Level as a
NoteCard)
In some cases, a NoteCard and a Sub-Index about the same topic have a sibling
relationship.  That is, they are at the same level in the NoteMaker hierarchy.  For
example, the illustration below shows that the topic "Russell's Logic" has a NoteCard
and a Sub-Index attached.  This NoteCard and Sub-Index are at the same level in
NoteMaker's hierarchy.

Whenever you are viewing the NoteCard for "Russell's Logic," you can quickly jump to
the Sub-Index for that topic.  To display a Sub-Index at the same level as the NoteCard
you're viewing, click on the "Sub-Items" icon at the bottom of the NoteCard.  The "Sub-
Items" icon looks like this:

As this illustration shows, the "Sub-Items" icon is reverse-highlighted when there is a
Sub-Index for this same topic at the same level in the hierarchy.
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Converting a Sub-Index to a NoteCard
NoteMaker allows you to convert a Sub-Index to a NoteCard.  To convert a Sub-Index to
a NoteCard:

1.  Display the Sub-Index that you want to change.

2.  Click the "Convert-to-NoteCard" icon (shown below) in the lower right corner of the
NoteCard.

 

RESULT of this procedure:   The new NoteCard is displayed.  Each topic on the
original Sub-Index has been converted to a line of text on the NoteCard.   If you do not
see the new NoteCard,  that means there's already a NoteCard with this title attached
to the Sub-Index you're converting.  You must delete that "old" NoteCard, then try
converting the Sub-Index again.

NOTES about this procedure:  NoteMaker does not delete the original Sub-Index.
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Moving Up and Down NoteMaker's Hierarchical Levels
NoteMaker NoteStacks are hierarchically structured:  information at upper levels in the
hierarchy branch out into information at lower levels.  NoteMaker provides various
methods by which you can move up and down in the hierarchy.

Moving down a level in the hierarchy   Displaying the "Notes" or "Sub-Items" attached
to topics in any index moves you one level down in the hierarchy.  For example,
suppose you are viewing this index:

This index belongs to Level 2 in this NoteStack's hierarchy; you can read the level
number in the upper right corner of the card.  When you select any NoteCard or Sub-
Index from this Level 2 index, you will move down to Level 3 in the hierarchy.  For
example, the NoteCard for the topic "The notion of causality" looks like this:

The label in the upper right corner shows that this card is at Level 3 in the hierarchy.
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up a level in the hierarchy     (Also known as "Displaying the Parent Card.)  You can
move up the hierarchy, to one level higher than the card you're viewing, by clicking on
the arrow above the Level label in the upper right corner of the card you're viewing.  For
example, suppose you are viewing the NoteCard shown above.  This NoteCard is at
Level 3 in the hierarchy, as shown by the Level 3 label in the upper right corner:

To move to level 2, click on the arrow above the Level 3 label.  NoteMaker will display
the "parent" card to which this NoteCard is attached.  (The parent card is one level
higher than the current card.)
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Moving Chronologically through a NoteStack
NoteMaker allows you to scroll through NoteCards in chronological sequence; that is,
according to the time they were created.  The hourglass icon, which enables this
chronological scrolling feature, is shown below.  (This icon is displayed at the bottom
of most cards in a NoteStack.)

To go to the card created just before the current card (in chronological order), click on
the hand that points to the left.  To go to the card created just after the current card (in
chronological order), click on the hand that points right.
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Finding Specific Text in the NoteStack
NoteMaker's "find" command works like find commands in other Mac applications.  It
enables you to search through the NoteStack for a specific text string, such as a word
or phrase.  When NoteMaker finds your specified text, it displays the NoteCard or
Index containing that text..

Follow these steps to find specific text in NoteMaker:

1. Press 

Result:  A "find" dialog box, like the one shown below, is displayed.  Some text string
may be shown in reverse highlighting, as in this example.

2. If a text string is already shown between the opening and closing quotation
marks (as in the example above), press (delete) to delete it.  The dialog box should
then look like the one shown below.

3. Input the string you're searching for between the opening and closing quotes.
For example, if you're searching for "cognitive psychology," the find dialog box will look
like this:

NOTE:  The search feature is not case-sensitive.  You don't need to worry about
capitalization.  The example above would find Cognitive Psychology, cognitive
psychology, and COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY.

4. Press (return).
Result:  If NoteMaker finds the specified text, it displays the first card containing that
text.  If you look closely at the card displayed, you can see that NoteMaker outlines the
first word of specified your specified string.  If NoteMaker does not find the specified
text, it displays an error message like the one shown below.
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.

5. To find the next occurrence of the same string, just press , then press
(return).
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Moving "Up the Tree"
(under TOC section "Navigation in a NoteStack")

NoteMaker's "Up the Tree" icon (shown below and displayed at the bottom of most
NoteStack cards) allows you to move directly up and down the NoteStack's
hierarchical structure.

When you use this feature to get from one card to another, you don't need to go
through many of the intermediate cards.

Follow these steps to move up and down the NoteStack's hierarchy with the "Up the
Tree" icon.

1. Click and hold on the "Up the Tree" icon.

RESULT:  A menu showing the topics one level up from the current card is displayed.
A sample display is shown below.

In this example, three topics are listed one level up from the card where you're
working.  The arrow ( ) at the right edge of each topic means that the topics has
sub-topics attached.

2. While still holding down the mouse button, slide the mouse so that you
highlight the topic you're interested in.  Keep holding the mouse button down.

RESULT:  A menu of the SubItems attached to that topic is displayed.  In our example
(below), the topic of interest is "October 6."  When "October 6" is highlighted, the menu
to the right of it appears, showing Sub-Items attached to October 6.  NOTE  that "1992"
is displayed above the "SUB-ITEMS" label.  This means that the topic "1992" is one
level higher in the hierarchy than is the topic "October 6."
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3. Still holding the mouse button down, slide the mouse so that the topic or sub-
topic of interest is highlighted.    Then release the mouse button.

RESULT:  When you release the mouse button, NoteMaker displays the card for that
topic.

EXAMPLES:  To go to the card for "October 6," you would release the mouse button
when the display looks like this:

To go to the October 6 sub-topic "Axiology," you'd release the mouse button when the
display looks like this:

To go to "1992," one level higher in the hierarchy than October 6,  you'd release the
mouse button when the display looks like this:
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NOTE:  If both a NoteCard and an Index card are attached to your selected topic,
NoteMaker displays this dialog box when you release the mouse button:

Click on (Note) to go to the NoteCard, (Index) to go to
the Index card, or (Cancel) to cancel this go-to
operation.
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Retracing Your Steps with "Recent"
(under TOC section "Navigation in a NoteStack")

NoteMaker provides HyperCard's "Recent" feature so that you can quickly return to a
card you recently looked at.  Follow these steps to use Recent to return to a card you
recently displayed.

1. Display the Go menu by clicking and holding on the "Go" option in the
menubar at the top of the screen.

RESULT:  The Go menu (shown below) is displayed.

2. Select Recent from the Go menu.  To select Recent, slide the mouse so that
Recent is highlighted, then release the mouse button.

RESULT:  The Recent screen is displayed.  A sample Recent screen is shown below.
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NOTE:  The Recent screen displays miniature copies of the cards you have recently
viewed.  The Recent screen can display up to 42 of these miniatures, representing the
last 42 cards you displayed.   The miniature for the card you're currently viewing has a
white rectangular border in the Recent screen display.

3. To display any of the cards represented in miniature on the Recent screen, just
click the miniature of the card you want to see.

NOTES:  1)  If you decide not to display a recent card, just click somewhere in the
Recent screen's blank space.  (That is, somewhere in the Recent screen, but not on
any particular miniature.)  The Recent screen disappears, and you are still viewing the
current card.

2)  You may not be able to see all the card details on the miniature display.  You may
need to estimate which miniature looks most like the card you want to display.  If you
display the wrong card, you can try the Recent screen again.
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Displaying the Content Index
To display the Content Index, click the "Content Index" item (shown below), located
near the lower left corner of most NoteCards and index cards.

The Content Index is always initially displayed in condensed form.  To see all the
Content Index headings, you must expand it.  For information about how to expand the
Content Index, see "Expanding the Content Index."

Once you have expanded the Content Index, you may need to use the scroll bar (at the
right of the Content Index display) to scroll down to see all the headings included in
the display.

Expanding the Content Index
Whenever you display the Content Index, it initially shows only one heading: the main
heading for the NoteStack.  You can expand the Content Index all at once (to display
all headings) or piece by piece (to display only certain headings at a time).

To expand the entire Content Index:  Click the "Expand All" button  (shown below)
near the upper right corner of the Content Index card.

This procedure takes several seconds, and NoteMaker displays a wristwatch while
it's working.  When it's done, all the topics in your NoteStack are displayed.

To expand the Content Index a section at a time:   Click on the diamond to the left of
the topic you want to expand.  For example, suppose your Content Index displayed the
following:
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To expand the topic "Comm Theory Notes 10/6/92-10/16/92," click on the diamond to
the left of that label.  The resulting display might be something like this:

The Content Index has expanded to show only the next level of sub-headings.  (This is
different than when you "Expand All," which shows every sub-heading in the
NoteStack.)

To expand any of the subheadings shown, you could now click on the diamond next to
its label.  For example, to expand on the subheading "October 6, 1992," you would
click on the diamond to its left, and the resulting display might look something like
this:
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Once you have expanded the Content Index, you may need to use the scroll bar (at the
right of the Content Index display) to scroll down to see all the headings included in
the display.
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Condensing the Content Index Display
You can condense (that is, close) a Content Index display if you don't want to show
every level of subheading.  Suppose, for example, you didn't want the subheadings
under "October 6, 1992" (as shown in the illustration below) to display:

To "close" the display so that the subheadings under October 6, 1992, are not show,
just click the diamond to the left of the October 6, 1992 heading.  The result looks like
this:

To close the Content Index entirely (so that no headings other than the NoteStack's
title are displayed), click on the diamond to the left of the first heading in the Content
Index.  For instance, to close the stack shown above, you'd click the diamond next to
the heading "Comm Theory Class notes 10/6/92-10/16/92."  No matter how many
levels are open when you do this, the resulting display looks like this:
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Reading the Content Index Display
When expanded, the Content Index shows all the Topics in your NoteStack.  To read
and work with the Content Index display, remember these conventions:

• Indentation shows the different levels of information; an item indented
after another item shows that the indented item is at the next level down
in the hierarchy.  Items whose left margins are aligned are at the same
level in the hierarchy.

• Headings printed in bold have a NoteCard attached.  Headings printed
in italics have a Sub-Index attached.  Headings printed in bold and
italics have both a NoteCard and a SubIndex attached.
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Displaying the Thread Menu
The thread menu displays any thread names that have been attached to the current
card, and lists several options you have for working with threads.  To display the
thread menu, click and hold on the thread icon painted COLOR? at the bottom and
near the horizontal center of most index and note cards.

NOTE:  If the current card is attached to any threads, a thread name is displayed in the
icon.  For example, the sample icon shown below indicates that the card is attached
to the thread named "October 6."    If a thread name is printed in the icon, click and
hold on the thread name.

If no thread name is shown, as in the example below, click and hold on the blank
space in the icon:

When you click and hold the mouse button, the Thread Menu (shown below) is
displayed.

Whenever you release the mouse button, the thread menu disappears.  If you need to
re-display the thread menu, point and click at the thread icon, then hold the mouse
button down.
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Adding a New Thread

To add a new thread you must first display a NoteCard or Sub Index card.

NOTE:  The card that is displayed when you add the thread will be attached to the new
thread.  Be sure you are displaying a card you want to add to your new thread.

To add the new thread:

1. Display the Thread Menu.   (For instructions about displaying the Thread Menu,
see "Displaying the Thread Menu.")

2. With the Thread Menu displayed, slide the mouse so that you highlight the "Add
new thread" option.  Then release the mouse button.  Result:  A dialog box prompting
you to name the new thread is displayed.

3. Enter the name of the new thread, then click (OK) or press <return>.

The dialog box disappears and you can see your new thread name in the thread icon.
You have created the new thread, and attached the card you're displaying to it.
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Displaying the Thread Index
The Thread Index is a list of all threads that have been created with this stack.  To
display the Thread Index, first display the Thread Menu (shown below).  (For
instructions on how to display the Thread Menu, see "Displaying the Thread Menu.")

With the Thread Menu displayed, slide the mouse so that you highlight the "Go to
Thread Index" option.  Then release the mouse button.  When you release the mouse
button, the Thread Index is displayed.

To quit the Thread Index and return to the card you were working on, click the bent
arrow in the bottom center of the Thread Index card:
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Displaying Cards on the Same Thread
(Tracing a Thread)

NoteMaker provides a way for you to "trace" all the cards that have been attached to
the same thread as a card you are currently viewing.  For example, suppose you are
viewing this NoteCard:
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The "thread" icon shows that this card is attached to the "dissonance" thread.  To see
other cards attached to the "dissonance" thread, click on the right arrow (to scroll
forward through cards on the thread) or the left arrow (to scroll backwards through
cards on the thread) that bracket the "thread" icon.

If this card is attached to more than one thread, you can display the name of another
thread in the "thread" icon.  (For information about this, see "Displaying a Card's
Threads")  You can then trace all the cards attached to that second thread.

Displaying a Card's Threads
Some cards are attached to more than one thread.  To see which threads a card is
attached to, click on the thread name ("October 6," in the  illustration below) and hold
the mouse button down.

When you click and hold the mouse button, a menu for working with threads is
displayed.  Section 3 of this thread menu lists the thread names to which this card is
attached.  A display like the one shown below illustrates that this card is attached to
the threads "October 6," "axiology," and "logical positivist."

(section 1 of the thread menu)

(section 2 of the thread menu)

(section 3 of the thread menu)

(section 4 of the thread menu)

Tracing a Thread from the Thread Index
NoteMaker provides the Thread Index, where you can start a trace through any thread
on a NoteStack.  First, display the Thread Index.  (See "Displaying the Thread Index.")
A sample Thread Index is shown below.
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From the Thread Index, just click on the arrow next to the thread that you want to trace.
This action takes you to a card on your selected thread; from that card, you can
continue displaying all cards on the thread as described in "Displaying Cards on a
Thread."

For example, if you wanted to trace the cards that have been attached to the thread
name "axiology" (in the sample Thread Index above), you'd click on the arrow shown to
the left of the thread name "axiology."
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The Activity Log
NoteMaker's Activity Log provides a way for you to keep track of how much time you
spend on specific design activities.  Once you set up the Activity Log, you only need to
select from the list of activities each time you start working on a particular activity.
NoteMaker will keep a record of your starting time and your ending time (when you
switch to another activity, or close the NoteStack.)

The sections below explain how to work with the Activity Log.

Entering Activities
NoteMaker prompts you to enter activities every time you open a NoteStack.  This
prompt is shown below:

Follow the steps below to answer this prompt.

To set activities later:

1. You may not yet know how you're going to categorize your activities, so you
might not want to set activities yet.  If you don't want to set activities now, click (Not
Yet!).

RESULT:  NoteMaker displays the following prompt:
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2. Click (OK) or press <return>.

RESULT:  The prompt is cleared, and the NoteStack's Title Card is displayed.

To set activities now:

1. Complete the "Please name your activities" prompt by entering the name of an
activity in each line.  You can <tab> to move from line to line.  With activities' names
entered, a completed prompt would look something like this:

RESULT:  NoteMaker displays the following prompt:

2. Click (OK) or press <return> to clear the prompt from the screen.  (The prompt
is simply a reminder to set your current activity when the NoteStack is opened.)

RESULT:  The NoteStack's Title Card is displayed.  Notice that the default activity,
"Browsing," is centered near the top of the card, as in the sample Title Card below.
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NoteMaker will keep track of all the time you spend "browsing" until you either change
the activity, or close the NoteStack.  See below for information about changing
activities.

Changing Activities
Follow the steps below to let NoteMaker know that you're switching from one activity to
another (for example, if you're done browsing and you're starting to draw).

1. Find the label indicating the current activity.  This label is located near the top of
most cards.  Sometimes it's horizontally centered (such as on the Title Card);
sometimes it's near the left corner (as in the sample screen below).
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2. Click and hold on the activity name.  (The activity name in the sample screen
above is "Browsing," so you'd click and hold on "Browsing.")

RESULT:  A list of (previously entered) activity names is displayed, as shown in the
sample below.
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3. While still holding the mouse button, slide the mouse so that your new activity
is highlighted.  Then  release the mouse button.

In the sample below, "Drawing" is the new activity.
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RESULT:   The activity has been changed, and NoteMaker is now keeping track of the
time you spend on the new activity.  You can see that the name of the new activity
replaces the name of the old activity on the card display.  In the sample below, you can
see that "Drawing" has replaced "Browsing."
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NoteMaker's Activity Log lists the dates and times that you were working on particular
activities.

To view the Activities Log, just click the Activity Log icon displayed near the bottom of
most NoteStack cards.  The Activity Log icon looks like this:

After you click on the icon, the Activity Log is displayed.  A sample Activity Log is shown
below.
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The following information is included in the Activity Log display:

• Activity names are displayed at the top of the vertical columns.  In this
example, the Activity names are "Browsing," Taking Notes," "Design
Drawing," etc.

• Dates are displayed in the leftmost column.

• A beginning and ending time is displayed at intersections of vertical
(dates) rows and horizontal (activities) columns.  The beginning and
ending time displayed defines the time period on the indicated date
devoted to the indicated activity.  According to the the sample Activity Log
above, for example, no time has been devoted to Group Meetings.  Much
time has been devoted to taking notes, most of it on 2/22/93.

• The total amount of time ... ?  [I'm not sure what this column is supposed
to show.]
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The Activity Log can be used to find a card that you were working on when completing
a specific activity on a specific date.  For example, you could look up a card created
while taking notes on 1/15 (as long as "Taking Notes" has been defined as one of
your NoteStack's activities).

Follow the steps below to navigate with the Activity Log:

1. Display the Activity Log.

NOTE:   You can display the Activity Log by clicking on the  icon, displayed near
the bottom of most NoteStack cards).

RESULT:  The Activity Log is displayed.

2. With the mouse, point, click, and hold on the entry that represents the activity,
date, and time you're interested in.  For example, in the sample screen below, if you're
interested in a card you worked with while "Reading" on 2/25/93, you'd point and click
on the last entry in the "Reading" column.

RESULT:  While you're holding the mouse button down, the topic of the first card you
worked with (on the specified date with the specified activity name) is displayed.  The
example below shows the display for the entry under "Reading" on 2/25/93.
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3. If the label displayed looks like the topic you want to see, release the mouse
and NoteMaker will display the card.  If the label does not look like the topic you want
to see, move the mouse off the label before releasing the mouse button.

For example, if you did not want to see a card about Cognitive Dissonance, in the
example above, you'd need to move the mouse away from the "Cognitive Dissonance
as a Positivist Theory" label before releasing the mouse button.

NOTE:  Sometime clicking on an entry displays an empty label box..  This means that
entry was created manually, and is not associated with any cards in the NoteStack.
(For more about entering activities manually, see "Entering Activities Manually,"
below.)

4. If necessary, you can continue your search by clicking on different entries in the
Activity Log.

Entering Activities Manually
In addition to automatically tracking your NoteMaker activities, the Activity Log also
allows you to enter time manually.  For example, you could record time spent at a
group meeting, even if NoteMaker wasn't used at the meeting.  This might help you
keep track of your total project time.
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Follow the steps below to enter an activity manually.

1. Display the Activity Log.

NOTE:   You can display the Activity Log by clicking on the  icon, displayed near
the bottom of most NoteStack cards).

RESULT:  The Activity Log is displayed.

2. If necessary, click twice in the first empty box (also called a "cell) in the "Date"
column, so that you can enter the date.  (If the date for this activity is already included
in the Activity Log, go to Step 4.

NOTE:  The first time you click on the cell, the pointer changes from the browse tool

( ) to the text tool ( ).  The second time you click in the cell, a flashing cursor is
displayed to show where you'll start entering text.

3. Enter the date of the activity.

4. Click twice on the cell where your desired activity and date intersect.  For
example, in the Activity Log below,  you'd click in the cell where the browse tool

( )is shown, in order to enter a Group Meeting that took place on 2/26/93.
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5. Enter the starting and ending times of your activity.

NOTES:  1)  Whenever you enter a manual activity, the cursor remains a text cursor in
that cell until you leave the Activity Log.  The next time you display the Activity Log, the
cursor displays as the usual browse tool in that cell.  2)  When navigating with the
Activity Log, clicking on a manual entry displays an empty label box.  This means that
this entry is not associated with any cards in the NoteStack.  (For more information
about navigating with the Activity Log, see "Navigating with the Activity Log," above.)
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Starting Another Application from NoteMaker
NoteMaker's "Applications" menu provides a way for you to launch other Mac
applications (such as Microsoft Word or Excel) directly from NoteMaker.  When you
quit an application launched from NoteMaker, you automatically return to NoteMaker.

Follow these steps to launch another Mac application from within NoteMaker.

1. Click and hold on the "Applications" option in the menubar at the top of the
screen.  This displays the Applications menu.  A sample Applications Menu is shown
below.

NOTE:  If the application you want to launch is not listed on the Applications menu, you
need to add it to the menu.  For instructions, see the section titled "Adding
Applications to NoteMaker's 'Application' Menu."

2. Drag the mouse so that the name of the application you want to launch is
highlighted, then release the mouse button.  This selects the application to launch.

For example, to launch Microsoft Excel from the Applications menu above, you'd
highlight "Microsoft Excel" (as shown below), then release the mouse button.

RESULT:   A dialog box is displayed, asking you whether to open a particular file in the
application.  In the sample below, the dialog box asks what file to open in Microsoft
Excel.
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3. To open one of the files listed,  you can select it from the list displayed, then
press <return> or click (Open).

-- OR --
To search through the Start-Up folder for a file not listed, click on the icon

-- OR --
If you don't want to open a particular file,  click on (Cancel).

RESULT:  The application opens, displaying a particular file if you selected one.

Adding Applications to NoteMaker's "Applications"
Menu
In order to launch another application from (such as Microsoft Word or Excel) from
within NoteMaker, that application must be listed on NoteMaker's Applications menu.
Follow the steps below to add an application to the Applications menu.

1. Click and hold on the "Applications" option in the menubar at the top of the
screen.  This displays the Applications menu.  A sample Applications Menu is shown
below.
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2. Drag the mouse so that "Add Application" is highlighted (as in the sample
below), then release the mouse button.

RESULT:  A dialog box is displayed, asking for the name of the application to add.  A
sample dialog box is shown below.

3. If the application you want is listed,  click on the application's name to highlight
it, then press <return> or click (Open).

-- OR --
If the application you want is not listed, you can click on the icon to start a
search through the Start Up folder for the application.  When you find the application,
select and open it.

RESULT:  NoteMaker works for a brief period, then the "Select an application" dialog
box disappears.  Your selected application is now included on NoteMaker's
Applications menu.

Deleting an Application from NoteMaker's
"Applications" Menu
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If you no longer desire to launch a particular application from within NoteMaker, you
can delete that application from NoteMaker's Applications menu.  Follow the steps
below to delete an application from the Applications menu.

1. Click and hold on the "Applications" option in the menubar at the top of the
screen.  This displays the Applications menu.  A sample Applications Menu is shown
below.

2. Drag the mouse so that "Remove Application" is highlighted  then release the
mouse button.  Do not release the mouse button.

As shown in the sample below, highlighting "Remove Application" creates a list of
applications currently included on the Applications menu.

3. Drag the mouse so that you highlight the name of the application you want to
remove from the Applications menu.  With the application name highlighted, now
release the mouse button.  In the sample shown below, the application named
Microsoft Word is being removed.
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RESULT:  A tiny wristwatch is displayed as NoteMaker works for a few seconds.
When the wristwatch disappears, the application has been removed from the
Applications menu.

Opening a File in Another Application
NoteMaker's Applications menu gives you a method for opening files run in other
applications without leaving NoteMaker.  When you quit the file and the external
application, you automatically return to NoteMaker.

Follow these steps to open a file in another application from within NoteMaker.
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NoteMaker "Post-It" Memos
NoteMaker allows you to attach little memos -- like post-it notes -- to your NoteCards
and SubIndices.  These notes can serve as reminders for you or other readers of your
NoteStack.  You might also use memos to share questions, answers, and
miscellaneous information with other NoteStack users.  When a memo is no longer
needed, it can be deleted from the NoteStack.

Creating a Memo
Follow the steps below to create a Post-It Memo

1. Click on the "POST Memo" button (shown below) in the upper right corner of the
NoteCard or SubIndex.

RESULT:  A dialog box asking for your name (like the one shown below) is displayed.

2. Type your name in the dialog box, then press (return) or click (OK).

RESULT: A dialog box asking you to position the Post-It memo is displayed near
the bottom of the card.

3. Click anywhere on the NoteCard or SubIndex to put the memo in that location.
NOTE:  The Post-It memo won't take up much room on the card.  A reader can close
the Post-It so that only this label is displayed: 

RESULT:  A dialog box (like the one shown below) asking if you want to record the
memo in the Memo Index is displayed.
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4. To keep a record of this memo in the Memo Index, click (Yes).  If you don't want
to record this memo in the Memo Index, click (No).  NOTE:  The Memo Index lists
memos by the date and time they were created.  If you know the date and time of a
memo, you can select it from the Memo Index, and go straight to it.

RESULT: After you click (Yes) or (No), the  label and a text box (where you
type the text of the memo) are displayed on the screen.  A sample memo display is
shown below.

NOTE:  Notice that NoteMaker stamps the memo with its date and time of creation,
and with your name after "From:".  The "Index" box will be marked with an "X" if this
memo is recorded in the Memo Index.

5. Type the text of the memo in the memo's text box.  A sample memo with memo
text is shown below.

NOTE:   If your text is longer than the displayed area, NoteMaker scrolls down as you
type.  When reading a memo, you can manually scroll up and down with the scroll bar
at the right of the text window.

6. When you're done working with the memo, click on the small, hollow box in the
upper left corner of the memo to close it.

RESULT:  NoteMaker closes the memo display so that only the   label is
showing.
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Opening a Memo

To open and read a previously-created "post-it" memo, just click on the   label
of the desired memo.  NoteMaker will open the memo display so that you can read the
memo text (as in the sample memo below).

You can add, delete, or edit memo text while the memo is open.

Closing a Memo
To close an open memo (such as the sample memo below), just click in the small,
hollow box in the upper left corner of the memo.

    

NoteMaker closes the memo display so that only the   label is showing.

Deleting a Memo
Follow the steps below to delete a Post-It Memo.  (NOTE:  deleting a Post-It Memo
destroys it; it's like throwing the memo away.)

1. If the memo isn't open, click on the   label to open it.

2. Click on the (Delete) button in the upper right hand corner of the memo.
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RESULT:  I don't know, can't get it to work.  Does the display disappear?  If the memo
was recorded in the Memo Index, is it now cleared from the Memo Index?

Finding a Memo with the Memo Index
The memo index lists the date and time created and the author's name for all indexed
memos.  (Authors choose whether or not to index a memo when they create it; for
more information, see "Creating a Memo," above.)  You can use this information to
find a particular memo.

Follow these steps to find a particular memo from the Memo Index.

1. To go to the Memo Index, click on the Memo Index icon (shown below).

The Memo Index icon is located in the lower right corner of most NoteStack cards.

RESULT:  The Memo Index is displayed.  A sample Memo Index is shown below.

2. To find a particular memo, click on the arrow to the left of the date, time, and
author stamp identifying the memo.  For example, if you wanted to find the memo
created by Sue on 2/8/93 at 5:57 p.m, you'd click on the arrow to the left of the first
memo listed.
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RESULT:  NoteMaker displays the NoteStack card where your selected memo is
posted.  For example, if the memo is posted on the NoteStack's Title Card, NoteMaker
displays the Title Card.

NOTES:
1) If more than one memo is posted on the same card, you will have to open the
memos to find the one you want.
2) If you don't see a Memo Index date and time stamp for the memo you're looking
for , you can click on the crooked arrow at the bottom of the Memo Index ( ) to return
to where you were working.
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NoteMaker BookMarks
NoteMaker allows you to mark specific cards in a NoteStack with BookMarks.
BookMarks are unique: each BookMark can be attached to only one card.  When a
BookMark is attached to a card, you can display that card simply by selecting the
appropriate BookMark from the BookMark menu.  This means that, no matter where
you are in the NoteStack, you can go directly to your desired, BookMarked card.  You
don't have to trace through the NoteMaker hierarchy.

The following sections explain how to create, search for, and delete BookMarks.

Creating a Bookmark
Follow the steps below to create a BookMark and attach it to a card in your NoteStack.

1. Display the card you want to mark with a BookMark

2. Click and hold on the "Markers" option in the menubar on the top of the screen.

RESULT:   While you hold the mouse button down, the Markers menu is displayed.  If
no BookMarks have yet been created, the Markers menu looks like the sample shown
below.

(If some BookMarks have been created, their names are listed in the Markers
menu.)

3. Select New Mark... from the Markers menu.

RESULT:  A dialog box like the one shown below is displayed, prompting you for the
name of the BookMark.

4. Enter the name of your BookMark, then click (OK) or press <return>.
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RESULT:  The dialog box disappears.  Your new BookMark has been created, and
now "marks" the current NoteStack card.  From now on, you can return to this card
from anywhere in the NoteStack by selecting its BookMark from the Marker menu.  (For
more information, see "Finding a Card with a BookMark," below.)

Finding a Card with a Bookmark
If a NoteStack card is marked with a BookMark, you can use the BookMark to go
directly to that card (from anywhere else in the NoteStack).  Follow these steps to go to
a BookMarked card.

1. Pull down the Markers menu by clicking and holding on the "Markers" option in
the menubar at the top of the screen.

RESULT:  The Markers menu is displayed.  This display includes a list of all existing
BookMarks for this NoteStack.  A sample Markers menu display is shown below.

2. Select the BookMark attached to the card you want to view.  For example,
referring to the sample Markers menu above, suppose you want to go to the card
that's been BookMarked with the term "Axiology."  You'd select Axiology from the
Markers menu.

NOTE:  After viewing the BookMarked card, you can also use the Markers menu to
return directly to the place you were working.  To return to a card from which you
jumped to a BookMark, select Return from the Markers menu.

Deleting a Bookmark
You can delete BookMarks that you no longer need.   Follow these steps to delete a
BookMark.

1. Go to the card that's marked with the BookMark you want to delete.

2. Pull down the Markers menu by clicking and holding on the "Markers" option in
the menubar at the top of the screen.
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3. Select Delete... from the Markers menu.

RESULT:  NoteMaker displays the warning shown below, to alert you that all
BookMarks attached to this card will be deleted.

4. To delete the BookMark(s), click (OK).
-- OR --

To cancel the deletion, click (Cancel) or press <return>.

RESULT:  The warning message is cleared from the screen.  If you completed the
delete process, all BookMarks attached to this card are deleted.  They are no longer
listed on the Markers menu.  If you cancelled the delete process, no BookMarks have
been deleted.
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Quitting NoteMaker
To quit NoteMaker, first make sure that NoteMaker (or any HyperCard application) is
the current application.  Then select "Quit HyperCard" from HyperCard's "File" menu.

(Or you can just press  
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Appendix A.
Adding Graphics to a NoteCard

NoteMaker gives you the capability to include graphic information on your NoteCards,
by allowing you to draw pictures that stand alone or accompany NoteCard text.
Information about including graphics in NoteCards, and procedures for creating
specific kinds of graphics, are outlined below.

The Drawing Palette

The drawing palette (shown below) is displayed on the right edge of a NoteCard when
you first display the NoteCard.  (If the drawing palette is not visible, you can display it
by pressing ???)

Functions of the drawing palette tools are described below.
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Exiting the Graphics Mode

The drawing palette's browse tool, shown below, allows you to exit the graphics
mode.  That is, when you're done working with other drawing tools, you can click on
the browse tool to stop working with graphics and return to regular NoteMaker
operations.

 

NOTE: The browse tool is the normal NoteMaker tool.  When you're not working
with graphics, it makes the cursor "active," so that you can click on and activate icons
in your NoteCard (such as the Content Index icon to go to the Content Index), or click
somewhere in your NoteCard to enter text.

Adding Text to a Graphic

The text tool (shown below) allows you to include text with your drawing.

After you click on the tool,  the cursor has becomes an "I-beam" (which looks like an
upper-case "I").  You will see the I-beam when you move the cursor away from the
drawing palette, back to the NoteCard.  You can click the I-beam anywhere in your
drawing to begin inserting text at that point.

NOTE about the text tool:  Text created with the text tool is actually a graphic.  Use the
text tool when you're creating drawings.  You cannot use the text tool for other text
functions, such as inserting text in a field.

Erasing a Graphic

You can erase a graphic, or any part of a graphic, with the eraser tool (shown below).

After you click on this tool, the cursor becomes a small box..  This small box is the
eraser.  To rub out part of your drawing, point the eraser at it and click.  To rub out a
large part of your drawing, you can point, click, and drag  the eraser over as much as
you want to erase.
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Selecting a Graphic with the Selection Tool

The selection tool (shown below) allows you to select a rectangular area of your
drawing so that you can perform some operation on that area,  such as cutting and
pasting.

After you click on the selection tool, the cursor becomes a cross-hair (shown below).

You'll see the cross hair when you move the cursor away from the drawing palette,
back to the NoteCard.  Point and click the mouse to position the cross-hair in the
upper left corner of the rectangular area you wish to select.

Drag the mouse to the right and down, and you can see NoteMaker outlining the area
you're selecting.  When the cursor is at the bottom right corner of the area you're
selecting, release the mouse button.  (NOTE:  You can also drag from right to left to
select an area, if you prefer.)

Your selected area is now outlined with a rectangle on the screen.  You can now
choose options from the "Paint" or "Edit" menus (in the menubar at the top of the
screen) to perform on your selected area.  For example, you might select "Cut Picture"
from the Edit Menu to delete the selected area from the graphic.

NOTES about the selection tool:  When selecting a rectangular area, the entire area
you outline with the selection tool--including any blank or background space--is
included.

Once you've selected an area, if you simply point the mouse at the area, then click and
drag, you can move the selected area to a new position.

Selecting a Graphic with the Lasso Tool

The lasso tool (shown below) works much like the selection tool, allowing you to
select an area of a drawing to work with.  Unlike the selection tool, the lasso tool
allows you to draw an outline of any shape (not just a rectangle) around the area.

After you click on the lasso tool, the cursor becomes a little lasso.
Click the mouse and drag the cursor around the area you want to select.
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When you release the mouse button, everything inside the area you outlined is
selected.  (If there are many lines and shapes inside the outline, they are all
selected.)  The lasso's outline firmly "hugs" the area you selected, and doesn't include
any background white space.

After you outline an area on the screen, NoteMaker makes the display of those items
"blink"; this blinking area is called the "marquee."

With the marquee blinking, you can select options from the "Paint" or "Edit" Menu (in
the menubar at the top of the screen) to perform on the objects in the marquee.

You can also use some of the drawing palette tools on the marquee.  For example,
you can click the scissors to cut the objects in the marquee from the NoteCard.

NOTES about the lasso tool:  When you "lasso" an area, you don't need to match the
start point and end point of your lasso exactly.  You can just draw most of the lasso
and release the mouse button; NoteMaker will finish the lasso for you.

While the  marquee is blinking, if you simply point the mouse at the area, then click
and drag, you can move the blinking area to a new position.

Drawing "Freehand" Style with the Pencil

The pencil tool (shown below) allows you to draw lines on your NoteCard.

After you click on the pencil tool, the cursor becomes a pencil.

Click and drag the mouse to create your drawing; a thin line appears on the screen
that traces your movement, just as though you were using a pencil to draw on the
NoteCard.

NOTE about the pencil tool:   If you start tracing on a white background, the pencil
draws in black; if you start tracing on a black background the pencil draws in white.

Drawing Straight Lines

The line tool (shown below) allows you to draw straight lines.
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Click on the line tool, then return the cursor to your NoteCard.  The cursor becomes a
"cross-bar"  (shown below).

Point and click the mouse to position the cross-bar where you want the line to begin.
Drag the mouse to where you want your line to end.  Release the mouse button, and
you've drawn a straight line (horizontal, vertical, or diagonal, at any angle) from the
beginning to the end point.

NOTE about the line tool:   You can draw lines of different thicknesses.  For more
information, see "Selecting the Thickness of a Line," below.

the Thickness of a Line

By default, lines you draw with NoteMaker graphics are very thin.  You can select a
different line thickness with the Line Size dialog box (shown below).

The Line Size box is displayed near the bottom of the drawing palette.   NoteMaker's
default line size is the thinnest line shown in the Line Size box.

To draw a line that's thicker than the default size, follow these steps:

1) Click on the line tool.

2) Click on the Line Size box.
Result:  An enlarged version of the Line Size box (shown below) is displayed beneath
your NoteCard.

3) From this large Line Size box, select  the thickness for your line.  You select the
thickness by clicking on it.  When you click on it, your selected thickness is reverse-
highlighted.  For example, in the box shown above, the fourth thickness (from the left)
has been selected.
Result:  When you move the cursor back to the NoteCard, you can see that the cross-
bar represents the line thickness.  You can now draw the line.  It will match the
thickness you selected.
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Spray-Painting a Graphic

The spray-paint tool (shown below) allows you to spray areas of shading on your
NoteCard.

To spray-paint a shaded area on your NoteCard, first click on the spray tool.  Move the
cursor back to the NoteCard, and you can see that it looks like a round speckled ball
(shown below).

To shade an area, just click and drag the mouse around the area you want to shade.

NOTE about the spray-paint tool:   You can select different kinds of shading to apply
to spray-painted areas.  For more information, see "Selecting the Pattern for a Shaded
Area," below.

the Pattern for a Shaded Area

The default shading for spray-painted areas is shown below.

You can select a different shading with the Patterns box (shown below).

The Patterns box is displayed near the bottom of the drawing palette.

You can select a shading pattern to spray-paint an area (with the spray-paint tool), to
draw a painted line (with the paintbrush tool) or to fill in geometric shapes as you
draw them.  Follow these steps to select a shading pattern.

2) Click on the Patterns box that's displayed in the drawing palette..
Result:  An enlarged version of the Patterns box (shown below) is displayed beneath
your NoteCard.
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3) In this large Patterns box, click on the desired shading pattern.  Result:  When
you spray-paint an area, paint a line, or draw a geometric shape, it will be shaded with
the pattern you've selected.

Shading In an Outlined Area

The bucket tool (shown below) allows you to shade in an outlined area.

After you click on the bucket tool, the cursor becomes a bucket.  Now if you click the
bucket inside any graphic geometric shape (like a circle or square), it will be "painted
in" with the currently-selected shading pattern.  If you draw a new geometric shape, it
will also be painted in with the currently-selected shading pattern.

For information about selecting different shading patterns, see "Selecting the Pattern
for a Shaded Area," above.

NOTES about the bucket tool:  The bucket tool will only fill complete, enclosed
shapes, like a circle or a rectangle.  If you click the bucket anywhere outside a
complete shape, the bucket tool will fill your entire NoteCard!

"Freehand" Style with the Paintbrush Tool

The paintbrush tool (shown below) allows you to paint lines on your NoteCard.

After you click on the paintbrush, the cursor becomes a small black ball.  Click and
drag the mouse to paint a line.  As you drag the mouse, a patterned line appears on
the screen that traces your movement.  Release the mouse button to stop painting.
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To change the paintbrush pattern, see "Selecting the Pattern for a Shaded Area,"
above.

Copying a Graphic Area (still to write)

Pasting a Graphic Area (still to write)
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